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Computer simulation of apolar bent-core and rodlike molecules
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Bent-core molecules have received much interest due to their biaxiality and novel phase ordering. It is,
therefore, of interest to model the characteristic shape of these molecules and observe the effect on liquid
crystal mesophase formation in a computer simulation study. A simple model of the interaction employed a
two-site Gay-Berne potential with the sites separated by60.5 reduced units for all models. The angle between
the two sites, 180°2g, was varied fromg50° to g570° and influenced the phase behavior markedly. The
rodlike model formed isotropic, nematic, smectic-A, and smectic-B, phases. Results for the bent-core models
show that as the angleg increases the transition temperature to the ordered phase decreases. Asg increases the
nematic phase is first destabilized then stabilized with respect to the smectic phase and a tilted smectic-B phase
is seen atg520°. Forg540° a ‘‘TGB-like’’ phase is identified as the system cools whereas forg570° no
ordered phase is formed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The first report of bent-core liquid crystalline systems w
made by Nioriet al. @1# in 1996. They received immediat
interest due to their ferroelectric properties@1# and later due
to their ability to form chiral phases, as described in Ref.@2#,
despite the constituent molecules being achiral. Polar al
ment of molecules constrained to a smectic layer is the st
ture proposed in this first paper@1# to explain the ferroelec-
tric ordering. Much research, see, e.g., Refs.@3–7# has been
conducted after this seminal paper. The majority report
the transition from the isotropic phase directly to smecticl
phases, an exception@3# being a transition to an intermedia
nematic phase before the smectic. All studies report on ei
ferroelectric, e.g., Refs.@4,5# or antiferroelectric@6,7# align-
ment. The great majority report on chiral structures in
mesophases formed. Most liquid crystals are incapable
forming ferroelectric phases due to the high degree of s
metry, typicallyD`h , in the system preventing macroscop
polarization @8#. It is believed that efficient steric packin
causes a layered structure to develop reducing the symm
to aC2v group@1#. This allows for alignment of the molecu
lar transverse dipoles along theC2 axis and for ferroelectric
or antiferroelectric order to develop depending on the ali
ment of the dipoles. This is the structure reported by@1#.
Later studies, e.g., Refs.@6,9# describe a structure where th
molecules are tilted with respect to the layer normal. T
reduces the symmetry further to aC2 group, which leads to
chiral phases. Left and right handed helices are distinguis
by the direction of tilt of the molecules within the layer. Th
angle between the wings of the molecule has been repo
to vary between 100° and 135°@7,10–12#.

Computer simulation provides the opportunity to stu
the generalized shape of a group of molecules and asses
impact of shape on the phase behavior of the system@13#.
Previous studies have used a variety of potentials rang
from realistic simulations, e.g., Refs.@14–16#, which provide
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data comparable to experiment but are computationally
pensive, to hard anisotropic models@17,18# that are based
purely on steric shape and include no attractive forces
which are nonetheless successful in reproducing some liq
crystal phases.

An anisotropic potential such as the Gay-Berne poten
@19# has terms that describe the repulsive core of the m
ecule as well as including attractive forces. Such a poten
has the advantage of being computationally inexpens
compared with the realistic potentials currently in use. T
behavior of molecular models simulated using single s
Gay-Berne potentials has been extensively studied, e
Refs. @20–23#. The rich diversity of phases that the Ga
Berne potential has reproduced in simulation studies
contributed to its popularity. The liquid crystal phases o
served include the nematic, smectic-A, and smectic-B
phases. Additional interaction potentials used in conjunct
with the Gay-Berne potential have displayed chiral@24# and
tilted phases@25#. The Gay-Berne potential is, therefor
adaptable and highly useful in the study of liquid crys
behavior.

Previous simulation studies of two-site hard spherocy
ders and soft Gay-Berne models have failed to show an
the novel packing structures seen in real bent-core m
ecules. Hard rod simulation studies have produced class
liquid crystal phases@26# and a soft anisotropic model@27#
showed some evidence of a chiral superstructure altho
this has yet to be confirmed. A recent report by Xuet al. @28#
who used a bent-core model composed of seven Lenn
Jones sites details a tilted layered system, the first repo
chiral symmetry breaking behavior in an achiral bent-co
system due to steric effects alone. Glaser and co-work
@29#, who examined a mixture of calamitic and bent-co
molecules found short-range synclinic tilts. A Monte Car
study of a system of hard bent cores@30# with length-to-
breadth ratio of 10:1 for the rodlike case found that, for
value ofg515°, there was a transition from a nonpolar to
steric ‘‘polar’’ smectic phase, although the model was ele
trically apolar. Forg.45° the nematic phase was desta
lized relative to the smectic phase. The steric and eleck
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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static factors influence the in-layer tilt and there
spontaneous symmetry breaking remains of key interest@31–
33#.

In the molecular dynamics study reported here we emp
a two-site Gay-Berne potential to model the effect of vary
the angle by which the two subunits are joined as shown
Fig. 1~b!. The bent-core models investigated here are
values ofg50°,10°,20°,40°, and 70° where forg50°, the
rodlike model, the length-to-breadth ratio is 4:1. These v
ues were chosen to give a range of values that would a
determination of the effect of the variation ofg from the
rodlike case and also to include the values found in r
molecules ofg545° to g580°. A current study examine
the effect of the addition of a transverse dipole upon
phase diagram@34#.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we descr
the model and the details of the simulation, the results of
simulation are presented in Sec. III, and conclusions in S
IV.

II. SIMULATION AND MODEL

A. Model

To model the characteristic shape of the bent-core
sogens, a two-site Gay-Berne@19# potential was employed
The centers of mass in the model are displaced by60.5
reduced units along thex axis @see Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!# in
every case. This gave an overall length of four reduced u
and a width of one reduced unit for the rod withg50°, a
similar ratio to that of a real bent-core shaped mesogen,
P-n-PIMB @1#. The Gay-Berne potential that models the a
isotropic interaction between the two moleculesi and j, con-
sidered as ellipsoids, is given by

UGB~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !54e~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !

3H S so

@r i j 2s~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !1so#
D 12

2S so

@r i j 2s~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !1so#
D 6J , ~1!

where ûi and ûj are the orientational unit vectors andr i j is

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the geometry of~a! a two-
site cylinder and~b! a two-site bent-core shape.
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the site-site intermolecular vector linking the centers
mass. The strength of the interaction is given by the stren
anisotropy functione

e~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !5eoe1
n~ ûi ,ûj !e2

m~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !, ~2!

wherem andn are adjustable exponents andeo is a constant.
e1 is defined by

e1~ ûi ,ûj !5@12x2~ ûi•ûj !
2#21/2 ~3!

ande2 by

e2~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !512
x82

2 S ~ r̂ i j •ûi1 r̂ i j •ûj !
2

11x8ûi•ûj

1
~ r̂ i j •ûi2 r̂ i j •ûj !

2

12x8ûi•ûj
D . ~4!

x8 quantifies the anisotropy in the attractive forces and
defined in terms of the well depthses in the side-to-side
configuration andee in the end-to-end configuration.

x85
12~ee /es!

1/m

11~ee /es!
1/m

. ~5!

Information about the shape of the molecule is then c
tained in the orientation-dependent range parameter,

s~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !5soF12
x

2 S ~ r̂ i j •ûi1 r̂ i j •ûj !
2

11xûi•ûj

1
~ r̂ i j •ûi2 r̂ i j •ûj !

2

12xûi•ûj
D G21/2

. ~6!

The parameterx is defined by

x5
~se /ss!

221

~se /ss!
211

, ~7!

wherese /ss is the ratio of separations when the potent
U50, se for the end-to-end configuration andss for the
side-to-side configuration. In this cases05ss .

Previous studies have extensively studied the phase
havior of the single-site Gay-Berne fluid@20,21,35# for the
parametersse /ss53 and ee /es50.2 for different sets of
exponents, (n53,m51) @35#, (n52,m51) @21#, and (n
51,m52) @20#. For this investigation the exponentsn51
and m52 were used following from previous studies
shape@13#. A schematic representation of the model is sho
in Fig. 1, where the definition ofg is the same as in Ref
@26#.

B. Simulations

The distance dependence of the potential energy ca
lated from the Gay-Berne potential for side-to-side and e
to-end configurations of all models with respect to one
6-2
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF APOLAR BENT-CORE AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051706
other is shown in Fig. 2. As the deviation is increased fr
the rodlike case (g50°) the minimum of the potential en
ergy becomes less negative up tog570° for the side-to-side
configuration as seen in Fig. 2. The intermolecular separa
at which the minimum occurs in the side-to-side configu
tion steadily increases with increase in the molecular an
g. In contrast, the intermolecular separation at which
minimum occurs in the end-to-end configuration decrea
steadily asg increases. This is due to the ‘‘wings’’ of th
bent-core shape preventing close alignment. This effec
understood by examining the potential energy contours
parallel two-site molecules interacting via the Gay-Berne
tential as a function of their separation, orientation, and an
between the sites, as shown in Figs. 3~a–e!. A small devia-
tion is initially seen asg increases from 0° to 10°, with a
bent-core shape appearing in Fig. 3~b!. As g520° is reached
as shown in Fig. 3~c!, the bent-core shape is more pr
nounced. Figure 3~d! with g540° demonstrates that th
shape where the still bent-core is tending to a shorter, w
model, whilst atg570° @Fig. 3~e!#, the shape has becom
markedly wider and shorter, with a length-to-breadth ratio
less than 2:1. It is interesting to note that asg increases the
biaxiality of the molecular models also increases. These
tential plots also provide insight into the shifting of the pa
potential minima to increasingly lower values of the interm
lecular separation for the end-to-end configuration asg in-
creases. Because the site-site separation is kept constantg
increases, the molecules length-to-breadth ratio becomes
and the molecules can, therefore, approach closer to
other in the end-to-end configuration but are further se
rated in a side-to-side configuration. This decrease in
length-to-breadth ratio is seen in the real molecules. N
and co-workers@5# have shown how the angle of bend of th
bent-core molecules decreases asT* is lowered. Hence the
model systems extend over the range of angles found in
molecules ofg545° to g580°.

The molecular dynamics simulation study reported h
was undertaken in the isothermal-isobaric~N-P-T! ensemble
using systems ofN51024 particles in a rectangular bo
sides of fixed ratio 1:1:2 with periodic boundary condition

FIG. 2. The distance dependence of the potential energy ca
lated from the Gay-Berne potential for side-to-side (s-s) and end-
to-end (e-e) configurations of all bent-core models with respect
one another. The arrow represents the direction of the steric di
for g.0°.
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The simulations were undertaken in theN-P-T ensemble to
best reflect realistic conditions and allow for comparis
with experimental results. The details of the isotherm
isobaric molecular dynamics simulation followed Brown a
Clarke @36# and have been reported elsewhere@13#. A re-
duced pressureP* ([Ps3/eo) of 2.0 was used for all simu-
lations and the system cooled from an isotropic system to
solid phase in steps ofT* ([kT/e0)50.1. To increase the
speed of computation a potential cutoff ofr * 55.5 along
with a Brode-Aldrichs@37# neighbor list radius ofr * 55.8
was used. A reduced time step ofDt* 50.0005 was used
reduced toDt* 50.00 015 when approaching a phase tran
tion point, where Dt* [Dt(ms0

2/eo)1/2. The number of
simulation steps varied between 43105 and 23106.

The orientational order was analyzed using stand
methods described in Refs.@38,39#. The tensorQxx is defined
by

Qab
xx 5

1

N (
i 51

N
3x̂iax̂ib2dab

2
, ~8!

wherex̂i is a unit vector pointing along one axis of molecu
i; Qyy andQzz are defined similarly in terms of unit vector
ŷi and ẑi pointing along the other molecular axes. To obta
a system director, the dominant eigenvalue of each ofQxx,
Qyy, andQzz was found, and the system director was iden
fied with the eigenvector associated with the largest of th
dominant eigenvalues; if necessary, the molecular axes w
relabeled so that this was an eigenvalue ofQzz. This direc-
tion defined a unit vector along theZ axis. The order param
eterQ00

2 is then defined aŝZ"Qzz
•Z&, which coincides with

the usual nematic order parameterP2 if we regard the mol-
ecule’sz axis as the molecule director, so we see thatQ00

2 is
zero for an isotropic system, and rises to unity for a perfec
ordered one. To identify theY axis, we considered the large
dominant eigenvalue ofQxx and Qyy, with the associated
eigenvector; again, relabeling the molecular axes, if nec
sary, so that this direction was given by an eigenvector
Qyy. As this direction was not, in general, orthogonal to theZ
axis, it was projected to the plane orthogonal toZ to give the
Y axis. Finally, theX axis was simply chosen to complete th
to a right-handed system.

There are two measures of biaxiality, which might be co
sidered. First, we consider that used in Ref.@39#:

Q22
2 5

1

3
^X•Qxx

•X1Y•Qyy
•Y2X•Qyy

•X2Y•Qxx
•Y&.

~9!

This measures the extent to which thex andy molecular axes
are ordered in the plane orthogonal to the system directoZ.
A second measure of biaxiality is given by the differen
between the two minor eigenvalues ofQzz as outlined in Ref.
@40#. DiagonalizingQzz we have

Qzz5S qxx
zz 0 0

0 qyy
zz 0

0 0 qzz
zz
D , ~10!

u-

le
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FIG. 3. Potential energy contours calculated for parallel molecules interacting via the Gay-Berne potential as a function of interm
separation~coordinates ofx and y are expressed in units ofs0) and their orientation with respect to the intermolecular vector for~a! g
50°, ~b! g510°, ~c! g520° , ~d! g540° , and~e! g570°.
m

sys-
ed
is-
ric
where uqzz
zzu.uqyy

zzu.uqxx
zzu. Recalling thatqzz

zz is Q00
2 and the

trace ofQ00
2 is zero, we can write this as

Qzz5S 2Q00
2 /22j 0 0

0 2Q00
2 /21j 0

0 0 Q00
2
D . ~11!
05170
For an uniaxial systemqyy
zz5qxx

zz , the molecule directors are
equally likely to deviation in any direction from the syste
director. If the two are unequal, i.e., ifjÞ0, then the mol-
ecule directors determine a preferred plane, and so the
tem exhibits a type of biaxiality different from that measur
by Q22

2 . These biaxiality measures will be used in the d
cussion in Sec. IV. In addition, in order to investigate ste
6-4
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF APOLAR BENT-CORE AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051706
‘‘polar’’ order within the layers we can define a steric ‘‘po
lar’’ order parameter̂ P1& that defines the degree to whic
the transverse steric dipole axis is aligned from

^P1&5
1

N (
i 51

N

ŷi•Ŷ.

Structural information was obtained via the orientational
eraged pair distribution functiong(r * ), the longitudinal,
gi(r i* ), and transverse,g'(r'

* ), pair distribution function-
s,wherer * [r /so .

g~r !5
V

N2 K S (
i

(
j Þ i

d~r2r i j ! D L , ~12!

gi~r i!5
V

N2 K S (
i

(
j Þ i

du~r2r i j !•Ẑu D L , ~13!

g'~r'!5
V

N2 K S (
i

(
j Þ i

du~r2r i j !3Ẑu D L . ~14!

A spherical cutoff was used forg(r * ) and a cylindrical vol-
ume was used in the calculation ofgi(r i* ) andg'(r'

* ), the

axis of the cylinder being aligned along the directorẐ. Use
of a cylindrical geometry in this way enabled the structu
within and between the layers to be examined.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results are presented for the rodlike model and for a
ries of bent-core models. Starting from the isotropic pha
the systems were cooled in steps ofT* 50.1 orT* 50.2, the
former used if the system was close to a phase transition.
pressure was kept constant atP* 52.0 and the simulations
continued at each point until consecutive simulation runs
sulted in identical thermodynamic values, within limits
error. The cooling runs stopped once the system had rea
a near solid state, determined from the second-rank orie
tional order parameterQ00

2 .

FIG. 4. Average scaled densitŷr* & as a function of scaled
temperatureT* for the rod (L), and bent-coreg510° (1), g
520° (h), g540° (3), andg570° (n) models forN51024.
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A. Rodlike model

Figure 4 shows the variation in density as the syste
were cooled and Fig. 5 shows the corresponding variatio
the second-rank orientational order parameterQ00

2 for g
50°, 10°, 20°, 40°, and 70°.

Three separate phase transitions were seen to occur i
rod model. The system is seen to be isotropic at temperat
aboveT* 52.5, the average order parameterQ00

2 showing
little more fluctuations due to finite system size. The rad
pair distribution functiong(r * ) and the longitudinal pair dis-
tribution functionsgi(r i* ), show no structure, as we woul
expect for the isotropic phase.

As the system is cooled a discontinuity occurs in the d
sity at T* 52.5, indicating a phase transition. The avera
value of Q00

2 at T* 52.5 increases to 0.64160.021 from
0.11560.034 atT* 52.6. No structure is seen in the long
tudinal pair distribution function~Fig. 6! identifying the
presence of a nematic phase. This simulation was contin
for 1.63106 time steps to confirm its stability.

When the temperature is lowered further toT* 52.4 we
again see a phase transition with a discontinuity in the d
sity and an associated increase in the order parameter
value of 0.83760.162. Figure 6 shows an oscillation in th
longitudinal pair distribution functiongi(r i* ). This shows the
presence of a layered structure in the system. However,
low amplitude oscillations indicate a poorly defined layer

FIG. 5. Average second-rank orientational order parameterQ00
2

as a function of scaled temperatureT* for the rod (L), and bent-
core g510° (1), g520° (h), g540° (3), and g570° (n)
models forN51024.

FIG. 6. Pair distribution functions for rodlike model resolve
parallel to the director for a range of temperatures.
6-5
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JOHNSTON, LOW, AND NEAL PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051706
system. AsT* is reduced further to 2.3, a third transition
seen in the density in Fig. 4. The second-rank orientatio
order parameter increases to a value ofQ00

2 50.95160.002.
Examination of the pair distribution function in Fig. 6 re
veals a change in the layer structure of the system. The
creased amplitude of the peaks ofgi(r i* ) shown in Fig. 6
indicate that the layers have become much more defined.
split of the second peak ing(r * ), Fig. 7, atr * 52.03 and
r * 52.29 reduced units is indicative of a smectic-B phase.

The smectic-B phase persisted for all temperatures stu
ied belowT* 52.3.

B. gÄ10° and gÄ20°

As the system withg510° is cooled, a discontinuity is
observed in the density atT* 52.3 as shown in Fig. 4. Above
this temperature the system is an isotropic fluid with valu
of Q00

2 less than 0.14860.036, shown in Fig. 5. No structur
is seen in the pair distribution functions. A discontinuity o
curs in the density atT* 52.3 and at the same time the or
entational order parameterQ00

2 increases to 0.84360.004.
However, an oscillation in the longitudinal pair distributio
function gi(r i* ) shown in Fig. 8 also occurs at this temper
ture. Hence a smectic phase is identified for theg510°
model as opposed to the nematic phase found in the sim
tion of the g50° model. The absence of structure in t
radial pair distribution functiong(r * ) ~Fig. 9!, shows this to
be a smectic-A phase.

FIG. 7. Pair distribution functions for rodlike model for a rang
of temperatures.

FIG. 8. Pair distribution functions forg510° bent-core mode
resolved parallel to the director for a range of temperatures.
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For g520° a discontinuity is seen inr* at T* 52.0 and
Q00

2 rises to a value of 0.59660.015. No oscillation occurs in
gi(r i* ), as shown in Fig. 10, at this temperature so a nem
phase is identified. The simulation was continued for
3106 steps to confirm its existence. As the temperature w
lowered toT* 51.9 a rise in the order parameter,Q00

2 , to
0.79360.011 was seen accompanied by a discontinuity
the density. An oscillation was seen in the longitudinal p
distribution functiongi(r i* ), which is indicative of a layered
system. Similarly to theg510° model, an absence of a sp
in the second peak ofg(r * ), Fig. 11, identifies this as a
smectic A phase.

Comparison of the simulations ofg50°, g510°, andg
520° indicates a trend of decreasing temperature of tra
tion from the isotropic to the ordered phase is seen, but
ordered phase differs from a nematic forg50° to a smectic
A for g510° and and a nematic forg520° indicating the
subtle effect of varying the transverse steric dipole.

A further transition occurs atT* 51.8 for the g510°
model andT* 51.6 for theg520° model withQ00

2 rising to
0.96060.002 and 0.92460.004, respectively. Observation o
gi(r i* ) at these temperatures, Figs. 8 and 10, respectiv
show an increase in the amplitude of the oscillations due
better definition of the layers in the phase. A split in t
second peak of the radial pair distribution function shown
Figs. 9 and 11 forg510° and 20°, respectively, correspon
to the presence of a smectic-B phase in both cases. For th
g510° model, the split peak occurs betweenr * 52.01 and

FIG. 9. Pair distribution functions forg510° bent-core model
for a range of temperatures.

FIG. 10. Pair distribution functions forg520° bent-core model
resolved parallel to the director for a range of temperatures.
6-6
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF APOLAR BENT-CORE AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051706
r * 52.33 and, for theg520°, betweenr * 52.10 andr *
52.36. This transition is comparable with that found for t
g50° model atT* 52.3. In the case of theg520° model
the transition was not as clear from the radial pair distrib
tion functions as for theg510° model. To more accuratel
determine the temperature of the transition in theg520°
model and to investigate the possibility of steric polar ord
within the layers a single layer was examined visually.
rotating the view so that the observer is looking down
director it is possible to determine whether any hexago
packing is present and, therefore, whether the phase
smecticA or a smecticB. Two snapshots are shown in Fig
13 and 14 for theg520° model, one atT* 51.7 ~before the
transition!, and one atT* 51.6 ~after the transition!, respec-
tively. It can be seen in Fig. 13 that before the transit
some short range hexagonal order exists. After the transi
at T* 51.6, the hexagonal order is present throughout
layer indicating the presence of a smectic-B phase. Both
Figs. 13 and 14 show no overall steric polar order illustra
by the lack of an overall direction for the line vectors rep
senting the direction of the steric ‘‘polar’’ axis. This resu
was confirmed by an analysis of the steric ‘‘polar’’ ord
parameter̂ P1& in the plane, which showed no significa
magnitude. No overall ‘‘polar’’ order was found in the rod
like, g510° or theg520° models and, in addition, whe
adjacent layers were analyzed, no antiparallel ‘‘polar’’ ord

FIG. 11. Pair distribution functions forg520° bent-core mode
for a range of temperatures.

FIG. 12. Pair distribution functions forg520° bent-core mode

resolved parallel to~a! the directorẐ, and ~b! the layer normalp̂,
for a range of temperatures, the latter including the results of
simulated annealing.
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FIG. 13. A snapshot of a single layer from the production run
T* 51.7 for theg510° bent-core model. The spheres represent
centers of mass of the particles and the line vector,2, indicates the
direction of the steric polar axis.

FIG. 14. A snapshot of a single layer from the production run
T* 51.6 for theg510° bent-core model. The spheres represent
centers of mass of the particles and the line vector,2, indicates the
direction of the steric polar axis.
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JOHNSTON, LOW, AND NEAL PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051706
was found to be unlike many real bent-core molecules. T
origin of such order may lie in the transverse electric dip
present in real molecules and absent in these steric mo
Ferroelectric order has been found in a current study by
authors@34#, which includes a transverse electric dipole
the model.

An interesting feature found to be present in theg510°
model is the increase in the layer spacing in the final tra
tion from the smectic-A phase to the smectic-B phase at
T* 51.8 shown in Fig. 8. A second interesting feature for t
g520° model is found in the longitudinal pair distributio
functions. They show a decrease in the amplitude of osc
tion as the system cools in the smectic-B phase, fromT*
51.7 to T* 51.6, as shown in Fig. 10. These are unus
results, since it is generally expected that as the density
creases the layer spacing decreases and the amplitude o
oscillations in the longitudinal pair distribution functions in
crease. In the case of theg510° model it is likely that the
bent-core shape is preventing intercalation of the layers
the smectic-B phase is reached. As the bent cores come
close proximity, steric factors prevent close alignment in
direction of the long molecular axis within the layer. Th
decreased amplitude, seen in theg520° model, in the lon-
gitudinal pair distribution function is a feature seen in tilt
systems. Further analysis was undertaken to confirm
case and to establish whether there are any underlying
structures in the phase. This was initially accomplished
determining whether the molecules had become tilted w
respect to the layer normal. This was accomplished usin
simulated annealing method to find a better layer normap̂,
than provided by the system directorẐ @41,42#. The g
510° model was found to have no in-layer tilt of the mo
ecules, however, the results of the simulated annealing
the g520° model, shown in Fig. 12 for the temperatur
T* 51.6 andT* 51.5, are indicative of a tilted phase. Th
structure of the longitudinal pair distributionsgi(r i* ) p̂ given
by

gi~r i! p̂5
V

N2 K S (
i

(
j Þ i

du~r2r i j !•p̂u D L , ~15!

TABLE I. Results from the simulated annealing analysis for t
g520° bent-core model showing the average angle between

system director and the layer normal, cos21(Ẑ•p̂).

T* Tilt ~deg!

2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6 3.3060.94
1.5 5.8760.93
1.4 10.3760.43
1.3 10.8661.02
1.2 12.4965.68
1.0 11.2361.09
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after the simulated annealing showed an increased ampli
of oscillation compared togi(r i* ) Ẑ @Eq. ~13!#. This confirms
that the simulated annealing analysis had determined a l
normal p̂ in a different direction to the system directorẐ.
Hence the final phase transition for theg520° model occurs
between a smectic-A phase and a tilted smectic-B phase at
T* 51.6. Table I shows the average tilt angle for all the tilt
phases for theg520° model for values ofT* 51.6 and be-
low. The tilt occurred atT* 51.6, hence all the smectic-B
phases that formed for theg520° model were tilted with
angles increasing from 3.3°61.0 atT* 51.6 to 12.5°65.7 at
T* 51.2 then decreasing to 11.2°61.1 atT* 51.0. This is a
low range compared with the range of angles of betwe
approximately 25° and 35°, e.g., Refs.@7,43# found in real
bent-core phases. The molecule’s synclinic tilting brea
symmetry with steric interactions alone, as observed by
et al. @28#, however, it is not a chiral system. A potenti
problem of the imposition of fixed aspect ratio is that it cou
affect the equilibrium layer spacing. However, this would
indicated by an anisotropy in the pressure tensor that is
sent in these studies.

C. gÄ40°

As the system was cooled, the first transition occurred
temperature ofT* 51.0, a considerably lower temperatu
than that seen in the earlier models. This transition is see
the discontinuity in̂ r* & shown in Fig. 4 and the increase i
the order parameterQ00

2 , to 0.569, as shown in Fig. 5. Th
longitudinal pair distribution functiongi(r i* ), shown in Fig.
16, is featureless as isg(r * ) in Fig. 15. However, visual
inspection revealed a striped system of smectic layers rot
with respect to one another. The total rotation across the
must be a multiple of 2p. In order to investigate the effect o
the periodic boundary conditions the system was double
size toN52048 and cooled through the transition fromT*
51.1, where there was no striped phase toT* 51.0. Again
striped domains were observed and the same discontin
was seen in̂r* & and the value ofQ00

2 was increased to 0.4
this time rather than 0.6, as seen for theN51024 system.

In this phase we find that the biaxiality measurej is non-
zero, as shown in Fig. 17, indicating a preferred plane for
molecule directors. A snapshot of theN52048 molecular

he

FIG. 15. Pair distribution functions forg540° bent-core model
for a range of temperatures.
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF APOLAR BENT-CORE AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051706
system shown in Fig. 18 indicates a striped structure sim
to a twist grain boundary~TGB! phase. The figures indicat
that each striped region has a high degree of orientatio
order; the relatively low order parameter for the system
caused by the different regions having different directo
This is corroborated by a computation of the order param
Q00

2 in increasing neighborhoods of each molecule in
system, as shown in Fig. 19. We see that for a sufficien
small neighborhood of each molecule the order paramete
high, but it drops when the neighborhood becomes la
enough to include molecules from a different stripe. By co
parison, for theg50° system, where no striping is eviden
the order parameter does not decrease as the neighborho
increased. Further evidence of the striped regions is prov
by a consideration ofgi(r i* ) local for a cylinderlike structure
where the diameter and height of the cylinder vary, as sho
in Fig. 20. The local longitudinal pair distribution function
defined as@13#

gi~r i! local5
V

N2 K S (
i

(
j Þ i

du~r2r i j !•ûi u D L , ~16!

with respect to the directionûi of molecules locally. Increas
ing the height of the cylinder increased the amplitude of
oscillation ingi(r i* ) as the layers above and below are c
related. In contrast, increasing the diameter of the cylin

FIG. 16. Pair distribution functions forg540° bent-core mode
resolved parallel to the director for a range of temperatures.

FIG. 17. Difference in the minor eigenvaluesQyy
zz2Qxx

zz for g
540° as a function of reduced temperatureT* .
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reduces the amplitude of oscillation as the correlation ta
into account molecules in the next striped domain.

This result is mirrored in the behavior of real bent-co
molecules. Sekineet al. @46# describe a bent-core system
the smectic-blue phase that consists of layered dom
twisted with respect to one another. Each domain is fer
electric and the rotation of each domain with respect to
next is about the polar axis of the molecule. Although t
present system shows no ferroelectric ordering the laye
domain structure is similar to that reported in Ref.@46#.

The biaxiality indicated by the nonzero value ofj is a
consequence of the striped structure. Within each stripe,
molecules have a high degree of orientational order, and

FIG. 18. A snapshot from the production run atT* 51.0 for the
g540° bent-core model withN52048 molecules. The system d
rector is identified by the long line through the center of the bo
6-9
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JOHNSTON, LOW, AND NEAL PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051706
director for each stripe lies in a common plane. Because
stripes are of different thicknesses and their directors
approximately at right angles to one another, we obtai
system director that lies in the common plane of the direc
for each stripe. The molecule directors are scattered a
this system director, but as they have a strong tendency t
in this common plane, we obtain a significant value forj.
Thus in this ‘‘TGB-like’’ phase, the biaxiality measurej is
actually caused by the presence of highly ordered dom
with different directors lying in a common plane. The oth
biaxiality parameterQ22

2 , is approximately zero, since eve
within each domain the minor molecular axes show no p
ferred direction. Thus, although the phase does exhibit
preferred directions, and so, by definition of biaxiality, t
molecular minor axes are not significantly ordered.

Further cooling does not result in any further phase tr
sitions. The pair distribution functions continue to show t
same ‘‘TGB-like’’ phase as already described. An interest
feature occurs in the second peak in the pair distribut
functiong(r * ) at T* 50.5 shown in Fig. 15 when a shoulde
appears atr * 52.0. Since the length-to-breadth ratio of th
model is 3:1 this may be due to ‘‘T’’ configurations betwe
striped domains. A similar feature was seen in the pair d
tribution functions@44,45# in computer simulations of ben
zene and napthalene where such configurations are com

FIG. 19. Second-rank orientational order parameter as a fu
tion of intermolecular separation for theg540° (L) and g50°
(1) models.

FIG. 20. Pair distribution functions forg540° bent-core mode
resolved parallel to the local director for two different cylinder d
mensions.
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D. gÄ70°

This model has an angle that most closely resembles
real molecules but its length-to-breadth ratio is less realis
Examination of the density andQ00

2 as a function of tempera
ture, shown in Figs. 4 and 5 show no transition to an orde
phase. As the temperature is decreased, the density incre
as expected, however, the value ofQ00

2 gives no indication of
a liquid crystal phase. Similarly, the distribution function
show no structure at any temperature. It is most likely
case, considering Fig. 3~e!, that the model used here to ap
proximate the bent-core molecular shape fails as the valu
g reaches a critical value. It appears that theg570° model
has formed interlocking pairs and is frozen into a plas
state. This is given further credence by the absence of
change in the value of the second-rank orientational or
parameter at temperatures lower thanT* 50.6.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have undertaken computer simulation studies of be
core molecules using a two-site Gay-Berne potential. T
range of angles studied was from the rodlike,g50° to g
570°, systems comparable with angles attained in real b
core molecules, which result in an increasing transve
steric dipole.

The bent-core shape was seen to affect the type of ph
formed as the systems were cooled. With no angle of be
g50°, a nematic phase was seen. However, with the in
duction of a small degree of bend in the molecules,g510°,
no nematic~N! phase was seen and a transition from t
isotropic liquid straight to a smectic-A phase occurred. A
trend was established where an increase in the angle of b
g, and hence increased transverse steric dipole results
decreased temperature of transition to the first ordered ph
The first ordered phase varied asg was increased from N
→SmA→N→ TGB-like as g was increased; no ordere
phase was found atg570°.

An interesting finding was the appearance of a TGB-l
phase for theg540° model at low temperatures. As alread
described@46#, this is a result that is seen in experimen
studies of the real molecules with a blue TGB phase.
therefore, appears that the bent-core shape does influenc
appearance of the real phases of the molecules even in
absence of polar forces.

For the highest value ofg studied here no ordered phas
was formed. With such a high degree of bend in the mod
the length-to-breadth ratio becomes rather unrealistic an
is little surprising that no liquid crystal phases were forme
Increasing the overall length-to-breadth ratio of the molec
will allow larger angles to be studied.

More complex in-layer and interlayer packing was fou
in simulations of theg510° andg520° models. In the case
of the g510° bent-core system, close alignment of the b
cores was prevented in the smectic-B phase resulting in an
increased layer separation in the phase. No tilting of the l
ers was found and the increased separation was attribute
steric effects. Theg520° model formed a tilted smectic-B
phase, identified through the simulated annealing meth

c-
6-10
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF APOLAR BENT-CORE AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051706
The angle of tilt, defined as the angle between the la
normal and the system director was seen to vary betw
3.3°61.1 and 12.5°65.7. Tilted phases are often seen in t
real bent-core systems, however, no clinicity is seen in
smectic-B-type phase found in the real bent-core molecul

Adjacent layers were separated to determine whether
difference occurred in alternate layers, a difference that i
key importance in the real bent-core molecules. No ali
ment of the steric dipole axis was found in either theg
510° and g520° models, determined by thêP1& order
parameter; no difference in the direction of tilt was detec
in the g520° model, determined by the angle between
directors of the separated layers.

The results presented here have shown the subtle effe
phase behavior of increasing the transverse steric dipole.
tially the nematic phase is destabilized with respect to
smectic-A phase. However, the transverse bent-core shap
seen to have a disrupting effect on the system; higher an
of bend result in the reappearance of the nematic phas
TGB-like phase, and finally the complete suppression of
dered phases. For low values ofg the smectic-A to smectic-
B phase transition occurs, however, disruption of the sme
layering occurs in two ways dependent on the value ofg. For
the lowest value ofg, layer spacing increases to accomm
date the bent-core shape within the smectic layering. Asg is
increased the molecules tilt with respect to the smectic la
normal to the smectic-A–smectic-B phase transition.

Two common features seen in the real bent-core m
ecules have been reproduced in this study. The first is
o
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rare occurrence of a nematic liquid crystal phase in the ph
diagram. This has been reproduced with no nematic pha
for the g510° andg540° bent-core models; theg520°
model displayed a nematic phase at a single point. Nem
phases have been observed in real materials but are rare
second common feature is the tilt of the molecules with
spect to the layer normal; this was seen in theg520° bent-
core model. This is of importance when polar ordering
present in the system since this can lead to an overall re
tion of the phase symmetry and the production of chi
phases. Two kinds of structures are often seen with regar
the tilting of the molecule, synclinic, and anticlinic stru
tures. No significant difference was seen in the directors
adjacent layers of molecules in the tilted smectic-B phase
indicating that a synclinic structure alone was present. T
TGB-like phase of the bent-core molecules was reprodu
for the g540° bent-core model. Although not a commo
feature in the bent-core liquid crystal phase diagram, it hi
lights the importance of the bent-core shape in produc
these phases.
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